LEVEL 1 WORKSHEETS

For more information please visit:
www.visuallearningforlife.com

3 Letter missing sequence

Visual Perceptual Skills that are addressed:
- Visual sequential memory

NOTE: The first page of this exercise shows the full sequence. The child has to select the missing letter on this, the second page.

3 Object memory

Visual Perceptual Skills that are addressed:
- Visual memory

3 Object missing sequence

Visual Perceptual Skills that are addressed:
- Visual sequential memory

NOTE: The first page of this exercise shows the full sequence. The child has to select the missing object on this, the second page.
**4 Object memory**

Try to remember the objects in the top box. Cover them up and circle the same object in the bottom box.

Visual Perceptual Skills that are addressed:
- Visual memory

---

**Arrow pointing same way (level 1)**

Circle 3 arrows pointing right.

Visual Perceptual Skills that are addressed:
- Figure ground perception
- Position in space

---

**Birds hiding in trees**

How many birds are hiding in and around the tree? Circle the correct number below.

Visual Perceptual Skills that are addressed:
- Figure ground perception

---

**Box position concepts**

Put an ‘X’ in the box on the left of the dog.

Visual Perceptual Skills that are addressed:
- Position in space
**Car direction**

Visual Perceptual Skills that are addressed:
- Position in space

**Cartoon facing different direction**

Visual Perceptual Skills that are addressed:
- Spatial relationships

**Cartoon halves**

Visual Perceptual Skills that are addressed:
- Visual closure

**Colour by letter**

Visual Perceptual Skills that are addressed:
- Figure ground perception
- Visual discrimination

NOTE: This is what the completed exercise would look like. The blocks are white for the child to colour in the actual exercise.
**Visual Perceptual Skills that are addressed:**
- Figure ground perception
- Visual discrimination
- Form constancy

**NOTE:** This is what the completed exercise would look like. The blocks are white for the child to colour in the actual exercise.
Copy block letters 3x3 2 letters

Visual Perceptual Skills that are addressed:
- Spatial relationships

Count basic shapes

Visual Perceptual Skills that are addressed:
- Form constancy
- Figure ground perception

Count by colour

Visual Perceptual Skills that are addressed:
- Figure ground perception

Count the blocks

Visual Perceptual Skills that are addressed:
- Figure ground perception
Count the domino dots

Visual Perceptual Skills that are addressed:
- Figure ground perception

Counting 3D shapes

Visual Perceptual Skills that are addressed:
- Figure ground perception

Counting balloons

Visual Perceptual Skills that are addressed:
- Figure ground perception

Counting overlapping shapes

Visual Perceptual Skills that are addressed:
- Form constancy
- Figure ground perception
Dot to dot designs (3x3)

Visual Perceptual Skills that are addressed:
- Spatial relationships
- Visual motor integration

NOTE: This is the first page of this exercise.

The child has to select which nose, eyes, mouth, etc. they saw amongst 3 options for each body part on the second page.

Face memory

Visual Perceptual Skills that are addressed:
- Visual memory
- Visual discrimination

NOTE: This is the first page of this exercise. The child has to select which nose, eyes, mouth, etc. they saw amongst 3 options for each body part on the second page.

Farm memory pictures

Visual Perceptual Skills that are addressed:
- Visual memory

NOTE: This is the first page of this exercise. The second page lists questions regarding what the child has observed in this picture.

Find fruit-vegetables

Visual Perceptual Skills that are addressed:
- Form constancy
- Figure ground perception
**Grid object positions**

Visual Perceptual Skills that are addressed:
- Spatial relationships

What is below the meat? __________
What is on the right of the ball? __________
What is on top of the bag? __________

**Hidden castles**

Visual Perceptual Skills that are addressed:
- Visual closure
- Visual discrimination

Can you help the knight discover which castle the princess is hiding in by identifying the castle behind the clouds in the box?

**Identify left-right**

Visual Perceptual Skills that are addressed:
- Position in space

Identify whether the circled body part is on the left or right side:
- left
- right
- left
- right
- left
- right

**Identify people positions**

Visual Perceptual Skills that are addressed:
- Position in space

Circle the persons on the left:
- left

Circle the persons on the right:
- right

Circle the persons in the middle:
Join the numbers

Join the numbers in order from 1 to 10.
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Visual Perceptual Skills that are addressed:
- Figure ground perception

Match letters - different fonts

Draw a line between the matching letters:

Visual Perceptual Skills that are addressed:
- Form constancy
- Figure ground perception
- Visual discrimination

e d a g o d

Match pictures - missing lines

Draw a line between the pictures that would be the same if all the missing lines were filled in.

Visual Perceptual Skills that are addressed:
- Visual closure
- Visual discrimination

Match words - different fonts (level 1)

Draw a line between the matching words:

dig big
big buy

Visual Perceptual Skills that are addressed:
- Form constancy
- Figure ground perception
- Visual discrimination

did but
buy dig
but did
Memory block letters 3x3 2 letters

Try to remember where the letters are placed in each box. Cover the box up and copy the letters to the empty box.

Visual Perceptual Skills that are addressed:
- Visual memory
- Spatial relationships

Object block positions (4 blocks)

Try to remember the positions of each of the pictures in the blocks below. Cover the blocks and answer the questions.

Visual Perceptual Skills that are addressed:
- Visual memory
- Spatial relationships

Memory dot designs 3x3

Try to remember the dot to dot design on the left side. Cover it up and copy it on the right side.

Visual Perceptual Skills that are addressed:
- Visual memory
- Visual spatial relationships
- Visual motor integration

Object positions

Circle the object in the middle.

Visual Perceptual Skills that are addressed:
- Position in space

Circle the object on the left.

Circle the object on the right.
Visual Perceptual Skills that are addressed:
- Visual discrimination
- Figure ground perception

Visual Perceptual Skills that are addressed:
- Spatial relationships

Visual Perceptual Skills that are addressed:
- Spatial relationships

Visual Perceptual Skills that are addressed:
- Visual discrimination
Position the X

Visual Perceptual Skills that are addressed:
- Position in space

Runners positions

Visual Perceptual Skills that are addressed:
- Position in space

Same letter - missing part

Visual Perceptual Skills that are addressed:
- Visual closure

Same number - missing part

Visual Perceptual Skills that are addressed:
- Visual closure
Visual Perceptual Skills that are addressed:
- Form constancy
- Figure ground perception

Visual Perceptual Skills that are addressed:
- Visual closure
- Visual discrimination

Visual Perceptual Skills that are addressed:
- Form constancy
- Figure ground perception
Simple spot the difference

Can you see what is different?
Fill in the missing parts in the picture below.
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Visual Perceptual Skills that are addressed:
- Figure ground perception
- Visual discrimination

Sportsman halves

Draw a line between the matching halves.
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Visual Perceptual Skills that are addressed:
- Visual closure